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Company Profile

⚫ A 42-year-old Company having an office in Mumbai and warehouse in Bhiwandi

⚫ Sparchem has been established as Leading Merchants and Multilevel Marketers in

India in the field of speciality chemicals that includes chemical intermediates,

pharmaceutical fine chemicals, pharmaceutical raw material and chemicals used in

agro. Apart from this, we also deal in other sectors like paints and coatings,

adhesives, solvents etc

⚫ Focus on the imports and exports of the above, besides having served the domestic

needs of our leading Indian clients with high levels of integrity, respect & recognition.

⚫ It has been our constant endeavor to serve our customers with prompt services and

supply, which helps in enhancing long term association

⚫ We maintain optimum levels of stock & operational efficiency to cater to the needs of

our esteemed customers for their urgent and immediate requirements.
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Our Motto

Our motto is to serve the industry with quality products.

We are always looking forward to excel ourselves by

offering best and unmatched services & solutions.

Our customer centric approach helps us to give a

cutting edge over our competitors. We are also

persistent in the deliverance of quality products.
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Sectors Serviced

⚫ Pharmaceutical 

⚫ Chemical

- Organic & Inorganic

- Specialty

- Industrial 

⚫ Pesticides 

⚫ Paints and Resins
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Part of your Value Chain
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Exports

⚫ Well networked with large & highly efficient home

based manufacturers of Chemicals &

Intermediates

⚫ Supply to domestic firms enhances access to their

manufacturing and R&D bases

⚫ USP is flexible & diverse manufacturing

possibilities with smaller manufacturers for

complex products



Domestic Partners
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Leading Partners



Leading Partners
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International Partners (and many more)

Mitsuya Boeki Ltd.

AKI SHOKAI CO.,LTD



Membership and Participation
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Contact Us

SPARCHEM, 
C-1619, One BKC, 16th Floor, G Block,
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), 
Mumbai 400051, INDIA.

Tel / Fax: +91 22 6287 9419
E-mail:  response@sparchem.com

mailto:response@sparchem.com
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Thank You !


